Road traffic control is a prime concern in every major city. An inadequately designed junction may lead to unnecessary area wide traffic congestion. Nowadays, two major control policies are commonly used, fixed-time and flow-responsive control. Fixed-time control is simple in structure and does not require vehicle detection. It uses historical data, such as arrival rates and saturation flow rates obtained from traffic surveys, to calculate red-green cycle time. The preparation of these data is often a timeconsuming and labor-intensive task. Moreover, road traffic is highly random and the flow-rates change with time. The lack of feedback &om the junction makes the controller incapable to deal with any sudden change of traffic condition. It is also very difficult to calculate a socalled "optimal" cycle time plan for the fixed-time control. Flow-responsive control, on the other hand, uses vehicle detectors and video cameras to obtain most updated traffic information. SCAT and SCOOT [1, 2] are two of the most well known flow-responsive control systems. Both of them update cycle time and phase split on-line. Field evaluation indicates that neither SCAT nor SCOOT can be a perfect dynamical control technique [3] . SCOOT can only estimate the degree of saturation and has a slower response in changing cycle time because of the absence of stop-line detectors. On the other hand, without the benefit of detectors located upstream, SCAT cannot provide the feedback information on platoon progression. In fact, they may even perform worse than the optimized fixed-time method in some occasions. The update of cycle time for SCOOT is 2.5 minutes and that for SCAT is once per cycle. Luk [3] comments that the response time of a controller should be short, preferably no more than one cycle. In this paper, a new control method optimizing effective green time for each phase of a cycle using fuzzy logic is presented. This controller updates the green time of each phase directly instead of cycle time, hence a much faster update rate can be achieved. For example, for a 4-phase junction, the proposed controller calculates phase time 4 times per cycle. The controller therefore indirectly updates the cycle time 4 times in one cycle.
as training sets. The system is tested by both constant and time-varying flow-rates. Simulation results show that the proposed controller produces lower average delay than a f!ed-time controller does under various tra$fc conditions.
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A number of studies [4, 5, 61 have been carried out on applying fuzzy logic controller (FLC) to road junction control. However, their traffic model used is very simple. It consists of one-way traffic only and no turning traffic is allowed. In this paper, a more realistic model is considered.
Rules definition in FLC is always a major problem for the system designers. Usually, all rules are derived from human experts and in form of linguistic knowledge. This method works well for a simple system. However, for a complex control problem, it is very time consuming. Since the designer cannot express their knowledge easily in term of fuzzy control rule trial-and-error is the general approach. Researches have been done on investigating automatic learning methods for designing FLC by deriving an appropriate knowledge base for the controlled system without necessity of its human operator. Genetic algorithms (GA) [ The goal of the controller is to determine effective green times ( t , ) for each phase in such a way that the total delay and queue length at the junction are minimized. A number of detectors have to be installed in front of and in vicinity of the junction to obtain current traffic conditions including flow-rates and queue lengths of the junction (see figure 2) .
Assume that the traffic stream ai is given the rightof-way, the queue lengths at the traffic stream Q i are:
where qi and 4; are the queue lengths at traffic stream ai before and after t , respectively, fi is the flow-rate at Q i , d is the discharge rate of vehicles, T,,, is the lost time including the short red-amber time before the green period and the time elapsed before saturation flow is reached, and Tlos, is assumed to be constant for all phases.
When traffic is not saturated ( d > f; ) at the junction, all vehicles on can be discharged if t , is large enough. Suppose q> = 0 when t , = z , from (la):
t , is also restricted by other traffic streams as shown in (lb). The longer t , is, the smaller the delay in traffic stream @, is, but other traffic streams ai : i # j will suffer more delay. Thus, apart from qi , fi 's are also needed for the coordination of control at the traffic streams.
Hierarchical Control
The proposed hierarchical fuzzy logic controller (HFLC) consists of 2 levels. The first level gives a rough estimation of effective green time t g from queue length q j and flow-rate f j . The second level fine-tunes the time obtained from the first level according to traffic demand fi at all traffic streams.
The first level of the control is based on (2) . However, because of the inaccuracy of the vehicle detectors and highly fluctuated flow-rates, zobtained by ( 2 ) may not be optimal, especially under high flow-rates. Fuzzy logic, which allows uncertainty and imprecision, provides a solution. Since only a rough estimation of t , is needed, the fuzzy rules of this level can be derived easily by a human expert using (2). The control in this level is a 2-input ( 4 and f ), 1-output FLC.
The second level is also a 2-input 1-output FLC, taking fi and fj as input parameters. Since there is no welldefined analytical relationship between the traffic conditions at the 4 streams for this level, and no expert knowledge is readily available. GA is used for the automatic formulation of control rules at this level.
Initially, the FLC contains empty control rules. The control rules are obtained by a GA-based off-line learning process.
fi ) 1-output FLC into 2 levels, with a 2-input 1-output FLC at each level. As a result, the HFLC reduces the number of rules from N3 to 2N2, where N is the number of fuzzy labels used by each input parameter. 
GA learning
The GA learning system has 2 tables, I U 3 and limbo. The KB is the knowledge base of the FLC and the limbo is a temporary placement of newly generated genes. Ail genes in the KB will not be removed unless contradicting gene is found. Genes in the limbo are associated with 2 variables, "gene age" and "number of fires". If a gene is too old, the gene will be removed from the limbo. "Number of fires" indicates the activation of a gene. If the gene is proved to be a good one, the "number of fires" will be increased. A gene will be promoted to the KB when its "number of fires" exceeds a certain threshold. 
Gene structure

Reproduction
Every gene in the KB is automatically selected for reproduction. Gene in the limbo is selected for reproduction according to its fitness value in current population. Single point crossover operation is employed for generating new genes. 2 genes are selected and cut at randomly chosen position to produce two "head" segments and two "tail" segments. The tail segments are then swapped over to produce two new genes (see figure   4) . The two children inherit certain characteristic from the parents. A mutation operation is applied to the newly generated genes. It randomly alters each bit with a small probability, 0.5% (see figure 5 ). 
Learning algorithm
The GA learns the KB in static way, i.e. by constant flow-rates during the training process. A set of flow-rate combination is defined to cover all possibilities up to saturation. The traffic condition under each combination is fed to the system for training in turn. In other words, the rules are trained under a wide range of traffic conditions.
All genes (or rules) generated by GA are placed in limbo first. Initially, the KB is empty. An arrival profile, based on the current flow-rate combination, is generated. At the beginning of each phase for the red-green cycle, an effective green time t , for the current phase is calculated first using the HFLC. The traffic at the junction is then simulated until the end of this phase according to the calculated arrival profile and the finial queue lengths of the pervious phase. The queue lengths at the end of one phase are the initial queue lengths of the next one. One gene from the limbo is added into the KB to calculate a new effective green time t g i . The traffic is simulated again using cgi and the same arrival profile. The average delay of vehicles at the junction and the number of vehicles leaving the junction are recorded for each gene to evaluate the performance of the controller according to a fitness function.
Any gene from the limbo will set "fired" only if it achieves better fitness value than when it is not used. A gene from limbo is promoted to the IU3 if it is very active ("number of fire" > maximum number of ftre). If a gene in the limbo is very old ("gene age" > maximum gene age), it will be deleted from the limbo. Gene in the KB will not be removed unless it contradicts with others. Two genes are said to be contradicting only if they produce different output when they have the same input.
The objectives of the learning algorithm are to minimize average delay 5 of vehicles in all traffic streams (resources allocation) and to maximize the number of vehicles C j leaving the junction (resources utilization). A fitness function F ( 0 ) = C -5 is defined and the GA aims to maximize it. Figure 6 is the flow chart of the GA learning process.
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Simulation results
Fixed-HFLC (first Complete time level only) H FLC
A fixed-time controller based on Webster's optimal cycle-time calculation [9] is used as a reference of performance comparison. The HFLC is tested under both constant and time-varying flow-rates. Table 1 shows the results of the controllers at constant total flow-rates at the four traffic streams. It is clear that the HFLC reduces the average delay significantly even with only level 1 operating. Further reduction is obtained by using the both levels 1&2 control. Under time-varying flow-rates tests, the controller is subject to pulse changes and continuous changes of traffic demand. For the pulse-change tests, a step increase of flow-rate followed shortly by a step decrease is imposed to one of the traffic stream a 3 .
Initially, the total flowrate of the junction is set to 0.7vel-d~. The increase in flow-rate makes the junction over-saturated (total flowrate = l.lveh/s) for 3 minutes. As shown in figure 7 , the HFLC enables faster recovery kom sudden disturbance.
From figure 8ad, reduction of overall average delay is achieved by penalizing or spreading the damage to other traffic streams having smaller traffic demand. In the continuously changing flow-rates tests, flow-rate profile similar to oneday's traffic pattern is used (see figure 9 ). The profile is divided into 4 sections, namely "night time", "morning peak", "day time" and "evening peak" as shown in table 2. A timing plan for each section is calculated for the fixed-time controller which switches the time plans according to the time of day. A number of tests, in which the flow-rate combinations at individual traffic streams vary, have been carried out. As shown in figure 10, the recovery from peak congestion is again faster. The average delay within the four time sections has been reduced, particularly around the peak-hours. There are 2 peak sections in which the flow rates are high, "morning peak" and "evening peak". It should be noted that the maximum flow rates at these 2 peaks are the same but the average delay produced by the HFLC in the "morning peak" is greater than that in the "evening peak". It is because the rate of change of flow-rate in the "morning peak" (from O.lveh/s to 0.8veWs) is much higher than that in the "evening peak" (from 0.7veWs to 0.8vehIs). 
Conclusions
In this paper, a realistic road traffic junction which allows turning traffic is studied and a hierarchical fuzzy logic approach is proposed to control the traffic. The HFLC divides a 3-input FLC into 2 levels, each with a 2-input 1-output FLC. The size of the rule-set is substantially reduced with this structure. Genetic Algorithms is used to produce fuzzy rules for the second level of the HFLC. Simulation results show the HFLC performs better than an ordinary fixed-time traffic controller does under both constant and time-varying flow-rates. This study will encourage further investigations on coordination of traffic control at interconnected junctions at which the HFLCs are installed.
